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WEAK  LAWS  FOR  DEPENDENT  SUMS

WILLIAM  L.  STEIGER

Abstract. A general weak law of large numbers for sums

Sn=Xi + - ■ -+X„ is proved. That is, without assuming the exist-

ence of any moments, and allowing any sort of dependence struc-

ture, conditions are given for Sn/n->0 in probability; the conditions

are not necessary. However they are sufficient for a much stronger

statement, namely that Sv ¡vn-^Q in probability in many cases where

positive, integer-valued random variables j>„->oo.

Introduction. Let {A'J be a sequence of random variables on a proba-

bility space (Çi,s#,p) with partial sums Sn=Xy + - ■ - + Xn. For reals

0<<2n->-oo, Xn = po(an) means that Xjan-^0 in probability. The weak

law of large numbers holds when Sn = v o(n).

When the Xn are independent the weak law is well understood. Indeed,

Kolmogoroff [1] gave a set of conditions, (C), that are necessary and

sufficient for Sn =po(n). However without independence, the results are

less striking. The best one seems to be that f(Sn)=E(Sll(n2+S2l))-*0,

n-»oo, is necessary and sufficient for the weak law, a fact that states

the obvious; d(X, Y)=f(X— Y) defines a metric for the (equivalence

classes of almost surely equal) random variables on Q whose topology

is that of convergence in probability. Because it is difficult to know

when d(Sn, 0)—>-0, «-»-co, this paper explicates the weak law for dependent

sums.

It turns out that a conditional version of (C) is sufficient but not

necessary for the weak law; this is Proposition 1. A corollary is that

when integer random variables vn > 0 are sufficiently well-behaved, then also

Sv =p o(vn), a weak law for random sums; the vn need not be independent

of "the Xn.

This work began with the proof of the corollary and depended on the

truth of Proposition 1. However the obvious sources ([2] and [4]) made

no mention of the weak law in the present context, a surprising fact that

necessitated proving this simple result.

The results. For each «5:1 let f„cfn+1Cj¡/ be a sigma field of

subsets of Q containing the Borel field B(Sn) generated by Sn and put
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^„ = {0, Q}. For A e s/, IA denotes the characteristic function of A and

Ä=Q.\A. Finally let Ejn = {oj e Q:\Xj\-n}. We prove the following result.

Proposition 1.   Sn ="oin) if

(1) J//(£,,„)-0,
j=i

(2) J EiXfEjn | &}_x) =fc}=" oin),
j-i i=i

(3) J £K*Ay„ - eif] = °("2)'
j=i

Proof. Put X'^XJz. n, Y—X^-EiX'^¡_x), S'^X'^- • - + X'j and

£,= Yx + - ■ ■+ Y¡. Since £(S;)ç J%., {£,, J\} is a martingale.

Given an integer «>0 and numbers e, ó>0, let An={w e Q:\Sn\>ón},

and A'n = {(o e D.:\S'„\>ôn}. Clearly

P(An) = piA„ n {Sn = s;j) + piAn n {S„ ?= S'„})

= p(/i;,) + p(^„ n {s„ ^ s;}) ^ pía',,) + pisn * s'n)
(4)

= P(A'n) + 2 P(Ei.„)
i=i

and, by (1), the second term can be made less than e/3 for n large enough.

Now

p(A'„) = p(\T„ + S'n -Tn\> on)

= p(\T„\ > on/2) + p(\S'n - T„\ > on/2)

and since S¿-Tm=2í-i cj =vo(n) by (2),

(5) p(^'„)< K|T„| > r5n/2) + e/3

for large enough n.

By Tchebycheff/?(|T„|><3/7/2)^4£(£2„)/(«(3)2 and since {£3,J%-} is a

martingale, £(£^)=23"=1 £( Y2). Hence, because of (3) and the preceding

remark,

(6) p(\T„\ > ón¡2) < e/3

for large enough n. Combining (4), (5), (6), p(An)<s for all sufficiently

large n, which, because e, d are arbitrary, proves the asserted proposition.

Remark. Let {S¡} be a sequence of independent, symmetrically

distributed random variables and define XX = SX, X,l+x = Sn+x — Sn, n=l.

The following examples show that none of the conditions of the proposition

are necessary.
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First,letp(Sn=n¡log(n+l)}=l-in-1 andp{Sn = en+í}=in-\ n^l, so

that Sn = po(n). However 2JU/>{.£*. B}|£ 2 (4/+l)/(i2+l)>l for large«,

the latter sum extending over [log «]+l^/^«. Thus (1) fails; {£„}

need not be tail equivalent to sums of truncates for the weak law to hold.

Next, let />{£„/« =1/login+1)} = £ so that Sn=o(n) almost surely.

However wheny>7, \X¡\<j so that X¡IE n=X¡ when 1 ̂ j^n and n>7.

Therefore

J  EiXfKin   | Wt_y)   =   2  EiX,   |  &t_y)   =    -2S,.
=1

Since

Wn = n-2 y EiS2) = n"2 f (        '        % K>0    for large n,
<tí ¿tí Mog(¡ + 1)7

— Jí^i1 Si=s" o(n) is false, W^—»-0 being necessary. Thus (2) fails ; centering

truncates at conditional means need not, on the average, have a negligible

effect for the weak law of large numbers to hold.

Finally, the same example shows that (3) is also not necessary for the

weak law. Under the above notation, n2Wn is equal to the expression

on the left-hand side of (3). By the foregoing this is not o(n2), since

Wn^K>0.
Let vn>0 be integer-valued random variables on (Li, s/,p) not neces-

sarily mutually independent nor independent of the Xn. In view of the

preceding proposition it is natural to expect that Sv =po(vn), as long as

vn—»oo in some appropriate way. The following result, motivated by work

in [3], shows that this is indeed the case.

Corollary. Let 0<a„—»-co be reals and v„>0 be integer-valued

random variables on (ii, j¡¿', p) that satisfy

(7) vJa„^+F,.      P(0) = 0,

where i-> denotes convergence in law and F is a distribution function.

Then Sv   = " oivn) under the conditions of the proposition.

Proof. Sn =po(n) by the proposition. Let s, ô>0 be given and choose

0<x<j<oo, x, y continuity points of F, so that Fiy)—P(x)>l— s/6.

Defining

Bn = {coeLl:vJane (x,y]},

and noting that both |P(x) — p{vjan^x}\ <s/l2 and \Fiy)—p{vJan^y}\ <

e/12 are true for large n because of (7), p(Bn)=p{vJan^y}—F(y) +

F(y)-F(x)+F(x)-p{vJan<:x}>F(y)-F(x)-el6>l-el3   for   large   «.
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Consequently, defining Dn = {oj e Q.: \S, \ = àvn},

(8) piDn)<B¡3+piDnnBn)

for large n.

Let jn=[xàn], kn=[yan]+l ([ • ] is the greatest integer function on

R->N), and note that vn e [jn, kn] on Bn. Hence, the inclusion

DnCBn^Bnn ({|S,J ^ dvJ2} u {\SVn - 5,J = dvJ2})

holds which, along with (8), means that

p(Dn) < e/3 + piBn n {|S,J ^ ^J2}) + />(£„ n {|5V„ - S,m\ = ôvJ2}).

When « is large, the middle term is <e/3 because Sn =3'o(n) and v„^j„

on £„; i.e.,/»(/)n)<2e/3+/»(JBn{|S,n-S,íJ>á»J2}).
Using the notation of the proof of the proposition, fix n and put

X] = XjIEjk^, Yj = X'j — EiX'j | Jr,_1),

s', - xi + • • • + z;,     r, - yx + • • • + y»    j = i, ■ ■ ■, kn.

On £„, {|5Vn-5,.J=f3vJ2}ç(U* (^Mltf.-^J^»^, U* being
theunion overje[jn,kn], and {\S'v-S'Jn\ = ôv„l2}ç{\S'Vn-TVn+Tin-S'in\ =

àvJ4}\j{\Tv — T¡ \—dvn¡4}. Combining these inclusions with the last

statement of the preceding paragraph, and using (1) and (2), there

results, for large enough n,

piDn) < 8e/9 +^(£„n{|£Vfl - T,J = ôvJ4}).

Since £nn{|£Vn-£3.J=r3,M/4}s{sup(|£,.-£iJ^<3/;/4,/</^/CJ}, Kol-
mogoroff's inequality gives

piDn) < 8£/9 + 16£(T,n - Tjn)2liô2j2n).

Finally, since jñ1^4yx~1k^1 and because {T¡, IF¡} is a martingale, (3)

applies to show/>(£>„)<£ for large n, as required for S    =»o(vn).
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